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TREE(CLL) Charts Progression 
 

1st grade: 
Pull apart prompt 
Organize my notes 
Write and say more 
+ 
Topic introduction: What is my opinion? 
Reasons: Why do I believe this? 
Ending: Did I wrap it up right? 
Examine: Do I have all my parts? 
 
 
2nd grade: 
Pull apart prompt 
Organize my notes 
Write and say more 
+ 
Topic introduction: What is my opinion? (Did I 
state my opinion?) 
Reasons: Why do I believe this? (Is my reason 
clear? Is my reason strong?) 
Ending: Did I wrap it up right? 
Examine: Do I have all my parts? 
Links: Did I connect my opinion to my reasons? 
 
 
3rd-5th grade: 
Pull apart prompt 
Organize my notes 
Write and say more 
+ 
Topic introduction: What is my opinion? 
Reasons: Why do I believe this? 
Evidence: How can I prove it? 
Ending: Did I wrap it up right? 
Links: Did I connect my opinion to my reasons? 
Language: Did I use effective words and 
sentences? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6th grade: 
Pull apart prompt 
Organize my notes 
Write and say more 
+ 
Attract the reader's attention 
Identify the problem of the topic so the reader 
understands the issues 
Map the context of the problem or provide 
background information needed to understand 
the problem   
State the claim/thesis  
+ 
Thesis: What is my claim? 
Reasons: Why do I make this claim? 
Evidence: How can I prove it? 
Ending: Did I wrap it up right? 
Links: Did I relate my claim to my reasons? 
Language: Did I use effective words and 
sentences? 
 
 
7th-12th grades: 
Suspend judgment and pull apart prompt 
Take a side 
Organize ideas 
Plan more as you write 
+ 
Attract the reader's attention 
Identify the problem of the topic so the reader 
understands the issues 
Map the context of the problem or provide 
background information needed to understand 
the problem   
State the claim/thesis  
+ 
Thesis: What is my claim? 
Reasons: Why do I make this claim? 
Evidence: How can I prove it? 
Ending: Did I wrap it up right? 
Counterclaim: What do others think, and how 
would I respond? 
Links: Did I relate my claim to my reasons? 
Language: Did I use effective words and 
sentences?
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